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Give the gift of

BOOKS
We have gathered some of our favorites
sure to brighten the season. As a gift to you,
SAVE 50% now though December 31st
with discount code 05Snow21.

Happy Holidays

2021 Edgar Award Finalist

BESTSELLING BOOKS FOR 2021

“A suspenseful, humane novel, moving in its
portrait of families divided by the hostilities
of their governments, in this case Cuba and
the United States.”—Tobias Wolff
Cloth $29.95 9780815611394

“Here is academic writing that is accessible
and fluent. . . . No serious student of Irish
crime fiction can be without it.”—The Irish Times

“A time-travelling, contemporary, satirical
tale of political and social changes in contemporary Morocco.”—Aida Alami, Middle East Eye

Paper $29.95s 9780815636830

Paper $29.95 9780815611356

BESTSELLING BOOKS FOR 2021

“This well written book looks at
Cazenovia’s most interesting and ‘juicy’ stories, and the origins of the facts and myths
that surround them.”—Matthew Urtz, Madison
County Historian

“Readers interested in the contemporary
Jewish cultural scene, the nuance and vari
ety of biblical interpretation, and art history
will gain much from this volume and its
depiction of artists.”—Jewish Book Council

“The consistent quality and variety of approaches . . . make this anthology of travel
writing fresh and compelling from beginning
to end.”—Greg Bottoms, author of The Colorful

Paper $19.95 9780815611325

Paper $29.95s 9780815636854

Paper $39.95 9780815611233

8.5 x 11, 248 pages, 84 color and 7 black-and-white illustrations

Apocalypse: Journeys in Outside Art

BESTSELLING BOOKS FOR 2021

NEW IN

PAPER

“Kirst etches word portraits of people and
places to document what Syracuse has
produced, a mosaic fashioned from pieces
of the Salt City puzzle.”—Syracuse NewTimes

“A wonderfully kaleidoscopic portrait
emerges of Black masculinity. . . . This grips
the reader from start to finish.”—Publishers

Paper $15.95 9780815610830

Paper $17.95 9780815611400

Weekly

“Highly recommended for fiction
collections.”—AJL News and Reviews
Paper $24.95 9780815611202

Winner of AHPCS/Ewell L. Newman Book Award

ART AND PHOTOGRAPHY BOOKS

Gift-Worthy

Coffee
Table
Books
“Those interested in animal sociology, the
American family, or early twentieth-century
photography will appreciate this book—as,
of course, will cat lovers.”—Journal of American
Culture

“A fine resource not only for Currier & Ives enthusiasts who
wish to learn more about one of the firm’s most significant
artists, but also for scholars who wish to draw connections
between the nineteenth-century popular press and other
cultural themes from this period in America’s history.”

Cloth $29.95 9780815610267

—Imprint: Journal of the American Historical Print Collectors Society

8.5 x 11, 168 pages, 131 black-and-white illustrations

Cloth $60.00 9780815610953
11 x 11, 408 pages, 200 color illustrations

ART AND PHOTOGRAPHY BOOKS

Along with 114 color and ten black-andwhite plates of Weston’s works, this book
includes essays that cover myriad aspects
of Weston’s life and art.

A photographic record of the Onondaga Nation,
the Native people who have inhabited the hills
of central New York for fifteen thousand years.
Cloth $39.95 9780815605935

Explores the history of Adirondack children’s camps, their influence on the lives
of the campers, and their impact on the
communities in which they exist.

Paper $45.00 9780815608349
Cloth $60.00 9780815608097

9.5 x 12, 132 pages, 73 duotone and 8 black-and-white illustrations

Cloth $39.95 9780815608226

8.5 x 10, 152 pages, 129 color illustrations

8.5 x 11, 160 pages, 139 black-and-white illustrations

LITERATURE IN TRANSLATION

“Gaia, Queen of Ants . . . is like falling head
first into a cauldron filled with a rich blend
of mythology, Sufi fables, politics, various
cultures and humour.”—The National
Paper $19.95 9780815611158

“Fantasy and magical realism reflect reality,
drawing on the 1948 Nakba (disaster),
when many Palestinians were displaced
by the state of Israel’s creation.”—World
Literature Today

Paper $19.95 9780815611110

Highlights the work of several major
American and English poets who have made
accessible through their translations the
work of their international colleagues.
Cloth $39.95 9780815610274

LITERATURE IN TRANSLATION

“Though it’s 100 years old, it reads like a
modern tale of woe from a romance magazine. For collections of Yiddish in translation.”
—AJL News and Reviews

Paper $19.95 9780815611165

A lively collection of little-known short
stories, monologues, and folktales by a
major figure in modern Jewish literature
and thought, translated from Yiddish.
Paper $34.95 9780815611363

“Red Shoes for Rachel proves that
Yiddish isn’t a dead language after all, but
one that still teems with mystery and life.”
—Jewish Book Council

Paper $19.95 9780815610878

2020 Victorian Society in America Book Award Winner

NEW YORK STATE HISTORY

NEW IN

PAPER

“A portrait of place and time and a rich meditation on existence, precisely because she
doesn’t try to make it that way but allows it
to unfold.”—Bluestone Press
Paper $24.95 9780815611240

“If you love movie theaters and their history
you’ll want to explore this well-illustrated
volume.”—Leonard Maltin
Cloth $24.95 9780815608967

“A masterful study of one of the great
buildings in the United States. . . . compelling
and well-researched.”—Nineteenth Century
Magazine

Paper $26.95 9780815611219

Winner of the 2012 Herbert H. Lehman Prize for Distinguished Scholarship

NEW YORK STATE HISTORY

A comprehensive and fascinating guide to
35 historic homes, some famous and some
“off the beaten path,” found in Upstate
New York.

“A vivid reminder of the city’s military past,
and, above all, of the vast potential for this
underappreciated and underutilized oasis.”

“A major work whose insights will be
welcomed by all who are serious about
American Indian history.”—Donald Fixico,

Paper $29.95 9780815611141
Hardcover $80.00s 9780815636632

Cloth $60.00 9780815609360

Paper $24.95s 9780815631897

—New York Times Bookshelf

9 x 11.5, 254 pages, 467 color and black-and-white illustrations

author of Rethinking American Indian History

POPULAR CULTURE

“One of the most readable yet theoretically
informed essay collections about thoughtprovoking television that readers are likely
to encounter.”—Rebecca Bell-Metereau,
Texas State University
Paper $34.95s 9780815637134

“An invaluable resource for those studying
or researching popular culture. . . .Highly
recommended”—Choice

“A jam-packed collection of scholarly works
on the beloved nerd icon that may be ideal
for Whedon superfans.”—Clique Clack

Paper $39.95 9780815611059

Paper $29.95 9780815610380

POPULAR CULTURE

“Offers what I would have thought was
impossible: a new way to think about Jackie
Robinson.”—The Los Angeles Times
Cloth $19.95 9780815610014

“This book is one any distance running
fan will enjoy. . . . Provides snapshots into
iconic moments in the sport’s history while
providing insight into lesser-known equally
important people and events.”—ARETE
Paper $24.95 9780815611004

“This entertaining and enlightening history of
comics . . . is written by a former newspaper
reporter and editor who witnessed the golden age
first-hand.”—Brian Walker, author of The Comics
Cloth $39.95 9780815610052
8.5 x 11, 288 pages, 23 color and 164 black-and-white illustrations

View all books in print at press.syr.edu

Let’s go Orange!
Surveying the university’s chronological history, with special focus on
how Syracuse led the way in numerous important matters—gender, race,
military veterans, and science—Forever Orange goes far beyond the
parameters of a traditional institutional history.
Authors Pitoniak and Burton have utilized exhaustive research, scores
of interviews, and their own SU experiences to craft a book that explores
what it has meant to be Orange since the school ’s founding as a small
liberal arts college in 1870. Through narrative and hundreds of photos,
Forever Orange presents SU’s glorious 150-year history in a lively,
distinctive, informative manner, appealing to alumni and university
friends, young and old.
Cloth $99.95 9780815611448
10 x 12.5, 344 pages, 381 color illustrations, 2 maps

